Classification of axonal subtypes based on cytoskeletal components
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Background: Retinal ganglion cells are often classified into different subtypes according to their morphology or physiological functions. The axons of RGCs contain three major cytoskeletal components: actin filaments (F-actin); microtubules; and neurofilaments (NFs). The contents of these components vary among axons. Our objective was to classify axons into subtypes based on the contents of cytoskeletal components and study their distributions across the retina in normal rodent retinas.

Methods: Whole-mounted retinas of female Wistar rats were stained with phalloidin to label F-actin, anti-β-tubulin monoclonal antibody to mark microtubules, and antineurofilament antibody to label NFs. A confocal laser scanning microscope was used to provide en face images of retinal nerve fiber bundles with a resolution of 0.24 μm/pixel. Staining intensity profiles across axons were obtained for each cytoskeletal component. Axonal subtypes were then determined from the relative contents, indicated by the staining intensity, of these components. Linear density was used to investigate topographical distribution of each subtype across the retina.

Results: Normal axons could be classified into seven subtypes – FMN, FM, FN, and MN subtypes, (in which at least two or three cytoskeletal components were intensely stained), and F, M, and N subtypes, (in which only one cytoskeletal component was intensely stained within an axon). The FMN subtype was the most abundant subtype. There was no preferential distribution of subtypes around the optic nerve head. However, the densities of the axonal subtypes that contained NFs were found significantly different in the central and peripheral retinal regions. Axonal sizes were subtype-dependent.

Conclusion: Axons of retinal ganglion cells can be classified into different subtypes, based on the contents of axonal cytoskeletal components. The classified subtypes will provide a new means to study selective damage of axonal ultrastructures in ocular neuropathic diseases.
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Introduction
Retinal ganglion cells (RGCs) are the neurons located near the inner surface of the retina. A RGC consists of a cell body (or soma), short branching fibers called dendrites, and a long nerve fiber, known as an axon, which conducts electrical impulses away from the cell body. RGCs can be classified into different subtypes according to their morphology, including the RGCs’ soma sizes, dendritical branching patterns, or axonal myelination. They can also be classified into subtypes based on physiological functions, such as their responses to light or the propagation speed of electrical impulses along axons.
Axons of RGCs contain three major types of protein filaments: actin filaments (F-actin), microtubules (MTs), and neurofilaments (NFs). These cytoskeletal components, individually and in association with each other, play an important role in axonal function and architecture. F-actin, as a major component maintaining cytoarchitecture, provides a substrate for the MT transport and affects the structural organization of MTs. MTs closely coordinate with F-actin to maintain cell shape and position cellular organelles. NFs are a major determinant of the calibers of myelinated axons. NFs also play a role in controlling MT polymerization. In turn, MTs are required for NF transport in growing axons.

Electron microscopy (EM) demonstrates that the contents of MTs and NFs vary among axons. The relative numbers of MTs and NFs change with axonal caliber. In nonmyelinated axons of rat sciatic nerves, MTs are more numerous than NFs in small axons while larger axons contain more NFs than MTs. This finding suggests that MTs are a dominant component in small axons, while the NFs are dominant in larger axons.

In this study, we hypothesized that the content of each cytoskeletal component differed among the axons; hence, the axons could be classified into different subtypes based on the contents of these components. We used immunohistochemical staining of F-actin, MTs, NFs, and high-resolution confocal imaging to identify these components within axons and studied the distribution of the classified axonal subtypes across normal rat retinas.

Many ocular neuropathic diseases cause the degeneration of the axons of RGCs. The selective damage of axons is often found in these diseases. The classification of axonal subtypes based on the contents of cytoskeletal components will help to understand the underlying damage mechanisms of these neuropathic diseases.

**Materials and methods**

**Tissue preparation and immunohistochemical staining**

Female Wistar rats, about 6 months old and weighing 250–350 g, were used in the study. Animals were housed under a 12-hour light and a 12-hour dark cycle, with standard food and water provided ad libitum. All experiments adhered to The Association for Research in Vision and Ophthalmology Statement for the Use of Animals in Ophthalmic and Vision Research. The protocol for the use of animals was approved by the Animal Care and Use Committee of the University of Miami.

Animals were anesthetized with intraperitoneal ketamine (KetaVed by VEDCO, Inc.) (50 mg/kg) and xylazine (TranquiVed, by VEDCO, Inc., Saint Corporate, MO, USA) (5 mg/kg). Proparacaine 1% eye drops were applied to the eyeballs. The right eyes of each animal were quickly removed, and the animal was euthanized. Preparation of an isolated retina followed previously developed procedures. Briefly, an eye cup of 5 mm diameter that included the optic nerve was excised and placed in a dish with a warm (33°C–35°C) oxygenated physiologic solution. The retina was isolated free from the retinal pigment epithelium and choroid with a laboratory made glass probe and placed on a membrane (EMD Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA) with the photoreceptor side against the membrane. It was then fixed in a 4% paraformaldehyde solution (ElectroMicroscopySciences, Harfield, PA, USA) for 30 minutes at room temperature. After being rinsed thoroughly with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) (VWR International, Radnor, PA, USA), the tissue was removed from the membrane for further immunohistochemical staining. Retinal orientation was documented by first marking the caudal side of the eye in situ with a skin marker and then, after dissection, cutting a notch into the eye cup and retinal edge at the marked position.

The cytoskeletal components of axons were simultaneously labeled with phalloidin (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) to stain F-actin, anti-β-tubulin monoclonal antibody (Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO, USA) to mark MTs, and antineurofilament antibody (Sigma-Aldrich) to label NFs. The staining procedures have been described briefly here. A whole-mounted retina was permeabilized in PBS containing 0.8% TritonX-100 EMS for 1 hour, then followed by incubation in blocking serum (5% goat serum (Sigma-Aldrich) and 0.8% TritonX-100) for 1 hour at room temperature. The tissue was transferred into a primary antibody solution (1:500; rabbit antineurofilament; 200 kDa; Sigma-Aldrich) overnight at 4°C. After the tissue was washed in PBS (three changes of 10 minutes each), it was incubated in a mixed solution with the secondary antibody (1:250; Alexa Fluor® 647 goat antirabbit immunoglobulin G; Invitrogen) and anti-β-tubulin antibody (1:100; Cy3® conjugated; Sigma-Aldrich) overnight at 4°C. The tissue was washed again in PBS and then transferred into a solution of phalloidin (1:100, Alexa Fluor® 488 phalloidin; Invitrogen) for 1 hour at room temperature. The stained retina was rinsed thoroughly and mounted on a glass slide (VWR International) with an antifade mounting medium (VECTASHIELD®, Vector Laboratories, Inc., Burlingame, CA, USA). The prepared retina was stored at 4°C for confocal microscopy imaging.

To confirm the specificity of fluorescence labeling, control experiments were performed: 1) to examine autofluorescence,
if any, normal retinas were mounted in the mounting medium without any immunohistochemical processing; 2) to determine the affinity of the secondary antibody for NF labeling, normal retinas were processed following regular procedures with depletion of incubation with the primary antibody for NFs; and 3) to test spectral bleed-through signals between the fluorescence detectors, four normal retinas were prepared with each stain individually and then imaged under typical confocal system settings used for normally stained retinas.

Confocal laser scanning imaging
A confocal laser scanning microscope (Leica TCS SP5; Leica Microsystems, Bannockburn, IL, USA) was used to provide en face images of whole-mounted fluorescently stained retinas. A 63× oil objective with a full field of view of 246 µm × 246 µm and a resolution limited to the sampling density of 0.24 µm/pixel was used. For each retina, four regions – dorsal, rostral, ventral, and caudal retina – around the optic nerve head (ONH) were imaged, with each region scanned by 2 × 3 or 3 × 2 tiled arrays. For a subset of retinas, a peripheral retinal region with a distance to the ONH center of around 1.25 mm was also scanned. For each array position, en face images were collected at evenly spaced positions in depth (1 µm apart in tissue) starting from the retinal nerve fiber layer (RNFL) surface through the retina to a depth at least including the RGC layer.

To identify the locations of the bundles imaged by a 63× objective in a whole-mounted retina, a 10× objective and a 40× oil objective were also used to take en face images at the middle depth of the RNFL. A tiled array of images with a 10× objective was taken to provide a full field view of a whole-mounted retina. A tiled array of images with a 40× objective, covering a retinal area of at least 1.2 mm² with the ONH at the center, provided a clear view of the bundles and the blood vessels around the ONH. The en face images taken with 10×, 40×, and 63× objectives were registered by matching bundles and blood vessels shown in the images. The registered images were then used to identify the bundle and axon locations in the retina.

Except for detector gain, which was adjusted for each detector to display nerve fiber bundles at approximately full dynamic range without inducing spectral bleed-through between channels for each objective, the same confocal parameters were applied to all tissues. Scans of different fluorescent channels were collected sequentially. The image resolution and the Z-step size were read from the system with no additional calibration. No deconvolution was applied to the images.

Selection of bundle locations
Axonal subtypes were studied across the retina (Figure 1). To study the distributions of axonal subtypes along bundles, the bundles were selected in the central retina at distances of 0.25 mm, 0.35 mm, and 0.45 mm from the ONH center and in the peripheral retina at distances ranging from 1.0–1.5 mm. To determine subtype distribution around the ONH, bundles were chosen from four quadrants: dorsal; rostral; ventral; and caudal retina.

Classification of axonal subtypes
Axonal subtypes were determined in en face images taken at a depth of 2–3 µm and 4–6 µm under the RNFL surface. With a 63× oil objective, F-actin, MTs, and NFs were identified as the thin strands running along bundles (Figure 2A–C). Staining intensity, which was measured by pixel values of images, reflected the contents of cytoskeletal components.

To determine the relative contents of each cytoskeletal component across axons, three parallel lines, 1 µm apart across cytoskeletal strands, were defined within a selected nerve fiber bundle (Figure 2A–C). The lines were perpendicular to the long axis of the bundle. The intensity profiles along the parallel lines were obtained for each component. An average of these three intensity profiles (dashed lines in Figure 2D–F) was then used to describe the intensity

Figure 1 Selection of bundle locations for studying axonal subtypes. Notes: En face confocal image of a normal rat retina with phalloidin stain of F-actin. Bundles show as bright stripes radiating from the ONH. BV appear as overexpressed phallolidin. Axonal subtypes were studied at radii of 0.25 mm, 0.35 mm, and 0.45 mm and in four quadrants. Image size: 1.2 mm × 1.2 mm; image taken with a 40× objective. Abbreviations: F-actin, actin filaments; BV, blood vessels; ONH, optic nerve head.
distribution of a cytoskeletal component across axons. In this study, the classification was based on the relative contents of the individual components across axons within the same bundle. There was no quantitative comparison of contents between the different components and between the retinas; hence, the intensity unit was arbitrary.

To simplify the classification of axonal subtypes, an intensity profile was converted into a sawtooth binary curve with 1s for strong stain and 0s for weak stain (solid lines in Figure 2D–F). Note that – along a binary curve – the 0s, which corresponds to the gaps between the strands in an en face image, could indicate either low content of a cytoskeletal component or a lack of this specific component. For ambiguous intensity peaks (arrows in Figure 2D and F), they were visually examined in the corresponding en face images and determined as either separated strands or a single strand.

To determine an axon, a window with an adjustable width was moved along the sawtooth curves of F-actin, MTs, and NFs. The width of a window varied from 0.24–2 µm with the low value equal to the confocal imaging resolution and the high value determined by the reported axonal sizes found in rat RNFL.36 As illustrated in Figure 2D–F, the left side of a window was defined when it crossed at least one middle point of the upward side of the sawtooth without containing any downward sides that had more than one-half the height of the sawtooth; similarly, the right side of a window was defined when it crossed at least one middle point of the downward side of sawtooth without containing any upward sides that had more than one-half the height of the sawtooth.

Subtypes of axons were then determined by the intensely stained components. For instance, axons with intensely stained MTs and NFs (1s for MT and NF) but weak or no stain of F-actin (0s for F-actin) were classified as MN subtypes; axons with intensely stained F-actin, MTs, and NFs (1s for all three) were classified as FMN subtypes (gray areas in Figure 2D–F). A linear density of each subtype was calculated as the number of the subtype found along a line divided by the line length.

Note that in the experiments, the fluorescent staining of F-actin and MTs well penetrated the whole layer of RNFL near the ONH. An antibody stain of NFs was approximately uniform until a depth of around 8 µm under the RNFL surface and then the penetration gradually decreased with depth in thick bundles. In this study, subtypes were classified in the en face images, taken at depths of 2–3 µm and 4–6 µm under the RNFL surface for bundles both in the central and peripheral retinas. The paired Student’s t-test did not find a significant difference between the linear densities measured at the two depths (P>0.1). Hence, the average values of the linear densities measured at these depths were used in this study.

**Determination of strand size and axon size**

The strand size of a cytoskeletal component was defined as the full width at one-half of the maximum of the sawtooth. An axon size was defined as the width of a window described previously.

**Repeatability and reproducibility test**

To determine the repeatability and reproducibility of the classification of the axonal subtypes, two subjects were trained with the developed methods and then independently classified axonal subtypes of the same selected bundles. Both subjects repeated classification of the same bundles at least 2 weeks later.

**Statistical analysis**

For topographic distribution analysis, all the data were fitted in mixed linear models with location around the ONH as factors and distances to the ONH included as a covariate. Each rat was also included as a random effect. The paired
measurements were compared with the paired Student’s t-test for means. The significance level was set at $P<0.05$.

The averaged values are reported as mean $\pm$ standard error of the mean.

Results

Cytoskeletal components in retinal nerve fiber bundles

Axonal F-actin, MTs, and NFs were identified as bright stripes in en face confocal images by fluorescent staining. Each labeled structure demonstrated tightly packed retinal nerve fiber bundles that converged into the ONH (Figure 3A–C). Within bundles, cytoskeleton appeared as thin, long strands running along the bundles as shown in Figure 3D–F, a magnified view of the bundle region outlined in Figure 3A–C. The size of strands ranged from 0.2–1.5 $\mu$m, which was within the range of the axonal diameter. The result indicates that the strands of cytoskeletal components represent axons within retinal nerve fiber bundles.

Strands with intensely stained F-actin, MTs, and NFs may or may not colocalize with each other as shown in the merged images of Figure 3G–I. For example, Figure 3H shows several intensely stained F-actin and NF strands that were interleaved within a bundle.

Control experiments showed that retinas had weak autofluorescence, which did not localize to any specific retinal layers or cytoskeletal components, and no significant spectral bleed-through signals were noted between the three fluorescence detectors. The control experiment also confirmed the specificity of the secondary antibody for NFs labeled by the primary antibody.

Axonal subtypes across the retina

The strand localization of the cytoskeletal components determined the subtype of an axon. By using converted intensity profiles, as illustrated in Figure 2D–F, axons were classified into seven subtypes: FMN, FM, FN, MN, F, M, and N subtypes. A total of 2,238 axons in the 60 bundles were

![Figure 3](image-url) En face images of a normal RNFL.

Notes: The retina was simultaneously stained for F-actin, MTs, and NFs. (A–C) Each cytoskeletal component demonstrates tightly packed nerve fiber bundles. Image taken with a 40× oil objective. Arrow indicates blood vessels. Thin arrow indicates the ONH. (D–F) Strands of F-actin, MTs, and FNs within the axon outlined in (A–C). Images taken with a 63× oil objective. (G–I) Merged images of D and E; D and F; and E and F, respectively, showing interleaved cytoskeletal strands.

Abbreviations: F-actin, actin filaments; MTs, microtubules; NFs, neurofilaments; ONH, optic nerve head; RNFL, retinal nerve fiber layer.
classified in the central retina. For each selected nerve fiber bundle, at least 15 axons were analyzed. Figure 4A summarizes the linear densities of classified axonal subtypes in the central retina. The densities combined all measurements from different distances and quadrants. The FMN subtype, which contained all intensely stained components, had the highest density among all subtypes, followed by the FM and MN subtypes.

In the central retina around the ONH, the FMN subtype was also the most abundant subtype, which took up 42% of the...
total counted axons. A total of 79% axons contained at least two intensely stained components (FMN, FM, FN, and MN subtypes). For subtypes with one intensely stained component (F, M, and N subtypes), each took up <8%. A percentage distribution of these subtypes is summarized in Figure 4B.

It is worthwhile to point out that the classified subtypes indicated the dominant components in axons and did not suggest the outright exclusion of other components within the same axons. For instance, the subtype FM, which contained intensely stained F-actin and MT strands without identifiable NF strands, was dominated by F-actin and MTs, but it may also contain NFs, but with comparative low content.

Distribution of axonal subtypes around the ONH and along bundles

To study the distribution of each subtype around the ONH, the data displayed in Figure 4A were regrouped by combining measurements taken at different radii. For each quadrant, at least 14 bundles were included. Figure 4C shows the distribution of each subtype around the ONH. The densities of all subtypes did not changed significantly across the retinal quadrants in the central retina (P>0.05).

To study distributions of axonal subtypes along bundles, the data in Figure 4A were regrouped by combining the measurements from all retinal quadrants. At least 29 bundles were included in each radius. As shown in Figure 4D, there was no significant change of the linear density at distances ranging from 0.25–0.45 mm (P>0.11).

To compare subtype distribution in the central and peripheral retinas, 48 bundles in the same eight retinas were also studied with bundles selected at the distances of 1.0–1.5 mm from the ONH center. Figure 4E shows that the linear densities of the subtypes which had low or no contents of NFs—that is, subtypes FM, F, and M—were not significantly different between the central and peripheral retinas, while the linear densities of the subtypes FN, MN, and N were significantly lower in the peripheral region (P<0.005). However, the linear density of the subtype FMN was significantly higher in the peripheral region (P=0.03). The linear density of all subtypes that contained NF strands was found significantly higher in the central retina.

Relationship between axonal subtype and size

The sizes of F-actin, MT, and NF strands, 0.45±0.04 μm, 0.46±0.04 μm, and 0.49±0.04 μm respectively, in the central retina were not significantly different (P>0.5). Similar results were found in the peripheral retina. No significance was found between the sizes of each axonal subtype in the central and the peripheral retinas (P>0.11).

Figure 5 shows the relationship between the axonal subtype and the size. The axonal size was highly significantly different by subtype with the size of subtype FMN significantly higher than all the other subtypes (P<0.005).

Repeatability and reproducibility of classification of axonal subtypes

Also, 20 bundles at three retinas were used to determine repeatability and reproducibility of classification of axonal subtypes. Table 1 shows two repeat measurements by subject 1. Similar results of subject 2 were not shown. Linear densities of each subtype measured by the same subject at different times were not significantly different. Table 1 also compares the linear densities of subtypes measured by the two subjects. The linear densities were the average of two measurements by each subject. No significant difference was found between the measurements by the subjects.

Discussion

F-actin, MTs, and NFs closely associate with each other to maintain the rigid architecture and provide the function aid of axons.16–26 The EM images, however, demonstrate that the content of each cytoskeletal component differs among axons.14,28,41,42 The relative contents of MTs and NFs vary with axonal calibers.27,28 The EM provides identification of individual cytoskeletal components in axons and allows quantitative measurements of each component within axons. However, EM provides a limited number of axons to be examined. Also, it is difficult to locate analyzed axons in the retina, limiting a whole view of cytoskeletal distribution across the
retina. In this study, we used immunohistochemical staining and confocal imaging to classify subtypes of axons based on the contents of F-actin, MTs, and NFs within axons. Because whole-mounted retinas were used, the distributions of axonal subtypes were investigated across the whole retina.

With high-resolution confocal imaging, strands of F-actin, MTs, and NFs were found running along nerve fiber bundles.\(^4\) The strand sizes were within the range of axonal size. Note that confocal imaging did not identify a single cytoskeletal component as imaged by EM. The strand of a component in confocal images represented a number of this component clustering together within an axon. In normal rat retinas, an axon may or may not contain all strands of F-actin, MTs, and NFs (Figure 3G–I). This study developed a method that used an intensity profile of fluorescent staining to identify axons that contained F-actin, MTs, and/or NFs strands. We found that not all axons contained strands of F-actin, MTs, and NFs, that is, the subtype of FMN. However, the FMN subtype was the most abundant subtype axon in normal rat retinas. About 79% axons contained at least two or more cytoskeletal strands, indicating that most of the axons require at least two dominant cytoskeletal components. The space between strands, represented by a low value of fluorescent intensity, may not suggest noncontent of a cytoskeletal component; rather a subtype with one component, for instance the subtype F, may contain MTs and NFs but with very low contents comparing with their contents in the neighboring axons.

Note that the intensity variation along profiles (Figure 2D–F) reflected relative contents of an individual component among axons; yet the intensity did not provide a quantitative measurement of the component because of the nonlinear relationship between fluorescence intensity and antibody binding. More accurate methods, such as EM, should be used to obtain the quantitative measurements of each component in axonal subtypes. It is also important to point out that NFs are assemblies of three protein subunits: neurofilament-light (NF-L); neurofilament intermediate (NF-M); and neurofilament-heavy (NF-H).\(^4\) In this study, the staining of NFs identified NF-H only. Because the three protein units are usually associated together,\(^4\) staining all three subunits of NFs may result in similar results found in this study.

In this study, the linear densities of subtypes were used to quantitatively describe the distributions of axonal subtypes across the retina. The linear density of each subtype was not significantly different around the ONH. The result suggests that there is no preferential distribution of any axonal subtype around the ONH in normal rat retinas. However, studies by others find that the topographic distribution of RGCs varies substantially across the retina and among animals as well.\(^4\) The uniform distribution of axonal subtypes found in this study could be due to averaging the linear densities across different retinas.

By comparing the central and peripheral retinas, the density of the FMN subtype was significantly lower in the central retina, while the densities of any other subtypes that contained NF strands were significantly higher in the same region. The linear densities of all subtypes that contained NF strands were significantly higher in the central retina. Difference of a subtype’s density in central and peripheral retinas may suggest that the axonal architecture and the function are different in these regions.\(^14,45,49–51\) The study also found that the size of axons associated with classified subtypes, which is consistent with the evidence that the axonal size can serve as a reasonable parameter to distinguish different classes of RGCs.\(^52,53\)

The current study focused on the development of a new concept of the RGC classification method. Converted intensity profiles were manually determined and visually checked with confocal images. In future studies, robust and automated classification methods should be developed, and the manual method developed in this study will be used to validate any new methods. More importantly, future studies should investigate the association between axonal subtypes and functions.

### Table 1: Repeatability and reproducibility of linear densities of axonal subtypes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subtypes</th>
<th>Repeatability*</th>
<th>Reproducibility</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Measurement 1</td>
<td>Measurement 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FMN</td>
<td>0.51±0.12</td>
<td>0.49±0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FM</td>
<td>0.24±0.13</td>
<td>0.24±0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FN</td>
<td>0.14±0.14</td>
<td>0.13±0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MN</td>
<td>0.12±0.10</td>
<td>0.11±0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>0.10±0.08</td>
<td>0.08±0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>0.08±0.07</td>
<td>0.07±0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>0.07±0.07</td>
<td>0.07±0.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *Two repeat measurements by subject 1. Data shown as linear density ± standard deviation.
and understand the relationship between axonal subtypes and RGC subtypes classified by other methods.3–14

To the authors’ best knowledge, RGCs have not been classified based on the contents of axonal cytoskeletal components. The classification method developed in this study will be useful to study interrelationships between different cytoskeletal components in axons. In normal axons, F-actin is more directly coupled to MTs to maintain axonal architecture and provide axonal transport. In contrast, F-actin is not essential for NF transport; rather, MTs are the substrate for NF transport.17,20,24 The relative contents of these components in axons may indicate functional requirements for each component.

The variation of component contents in axons should suggest that these axons play different roles in maintaining normal axonal function. The classification method will also provide a new means to investigate selective damage of axons in many ocular neuropathic diseases, including glaucoma.29–35 Preferential distortion of cytoskeletal components happens in the optic nerve with early glaucomatous damage.29,31 In the central retina, distortion of axonal F-actin occurs prior to the change of MTs and NFs.32 These findings suggest that each cytoskeletal component responds differently to disease damage. The classification of axons based on the contents of cytoskeletal components will provide an enhanced understanding of damage mechanisms of axons in glaucoma and other ocular neuropathic diseases.
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